
US Roaster Corp 
One Kilo Revelation Mini Shop Roaster! 

(Patent Pending) 

 
Saving energy helps the environment. Be a hero and not another smog Hog with the cleanest 

running Roaster! The intelligent choice of award winning roasters! 
 

Vent-less Design! Reduced Smoke! Low CO2 
Low exhaust heat!  Changeable Drums! 

And Very Much More! 
 
The Mini Rev Features Auto Profiling so that just about anyone can roast great coffee! 
It can even roast Cacao, Barley or just about anything roast-able with Full Auto Control. 
 
The Mini Rev is 100% quality manufactured in the USA with heavy gauge steel; 208-240V. Hand 
crafted heavy duty stainless steel drum and cooler, for product contact is easy to clean!  
BEST IN ITS CLASS, USRC roasters are easy to service and easy to learn to roast on! 
 
Extreme energy Saver “Green Machine”, Intelligent and Reduced Smoke operation with 
adjustable Recirculation! No other roaster even comes close in roast quality. 
 
NOT JUST AN AIR ROASTER! The Mini Rev features dual heating paths for low oxygen 
environment and for more flavorful beans. 
 
The Mini Rev provides the drum contact heat flavor your customers love and can be adjusted 
for more hot air as needed! 
 
The Revelation Roasters include external chaff collector/cyclone and low temperature exhaust 
for increased safety! Our highly skilled craftsmen install heavy gauge steel tubing throughout 
our design. The Revelation Roasters use an intelligent design that self-adjusts to the amount of 
suction you need for perfect roasting and cooling and are the easiest to operate and maintain 
of any roaster with no chains or belts! Depending on your blend, you can achieve four roasts 
per hour! You do not have to let the coffee cool with water in the drum like others for better 
taste! 
 
The controls are 508a UL listed, which results in fewer electrical issues throughout the life of 
the roaster. You will get the same control and better coffee with the Mini Rev as it is a modular 
design saving you money but providing the best in coffee flavor! Includes training at our 
location on the operation and use of the roaster one-on-one. 
 
 
 



Provide what you and your customers want. Your customers want and buy Organic, Free trade 
and other Earth Friendly products; Most are also concerned about pollution and the 
environment. Be the first in your market to do something to show them you care too! You need 
to be prepared to stay in business with rising energy costs. Equipment that requires less time to 
operate and maintain will reduce costs as well. The total electric unit is designed to be able to 
operate with no stack. Dual Heating Paths, Convection heating by air and direct heating though 
heat transfer though the drum, adjustable to operator’s needs. 
 
Roasters recirculation based on clean heated air coming back into the roast chamber, this 
prevents the dirty flat musty flavor of conventional recirculating systems! No Computer 
programing needed! Why make simple complicated! Allows control of the oxygen level in air 
stream during roasting. Many find that the coffee from revelation roasters has better 
uniformity with fewer defects from  
 
Afterburner not needed. Save the environment tons of toxic chemicals and gases per year. Be 
an Earth Friendly Roaster and do the right thing while you save money. It is a blessing to do the 
right thing. Uses less energy than any other roaster for a cleaner world and more flavorful 
product. Lower Heating and cooling costs in roasting room due to less make up air needs. BTU'S 
approximately 7,000 (averages 5,000 full load) gas or Electric Heating is fully adjustable 15 
amps 220 single phase.  
 
 
Contact us for information on commercial models. 
 
 
Starts, $12,950.00 electric $13,995.00 gas hybrid 
Full Manual Machine still provides data logging interface, Hand crank Cooler! $11,950 
All local codes to be followed on install. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

US Roaster Corp | Making Great Coffee for Over 50 YEARS! 
Oklahoma City, OK. 73106 
Toll Free: (866) 944-8772 

dan@roastersexchange.com 
www.usroastercorp.com 

 
We reserve the right to make changes due to ongoing improvements to features and other considerations. 
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